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The Source for Freedom and Self-Reliant Information1 

 

Thomas Jefferson defined rightful liberty as “unobstructed action according to our will within 

limits drawn around us by the equal rights of others—I do not add ‘within the limits of the law,’ 

because law is often but the tyrant’s will, and always so when it violates the right of an 

individual.” 
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Indoctrinated Ignorance on Display after the Election 

 

The Republicans kept control of the Senate but, the Democrats took control of the House of 

Representatives.  In Florida, the Governor’s race was too close for comfort; a confirmed 

Socialist and Democrat almost won.  This election, unfortunately, suggests that too many 

Americans believe in socialism; and, that the majority can vote to take away the property of any 

individual or group and redistribute that property to their favorite charities through costly 

inefficient Government Bureaucracies.  Bastiat referred to this as legalized plunder. 

 

Think about this for a minute, if you are a Democrat, you cannot believe in freedom.  Why?  

Because, by definition, a democrat believes in majority rule, which means that the majority can 

take away the rights and property of the minority.  Therefore, a Democrat, such as the Clintons 

and Obamas, believe in slavery not individual freedom; and, unwittingly, average members of 

the Democratic Party, support slavery to the detriment of individual freedom. 

 

Why would anyone vote to increase taxes, increase regulations, slow economic progress, 

reduce the availability of jobs, and, take away the rights of individuals to defend themselves, 

their family and their property?  Such a person must have been properly indoctrinated to 

believe, naively, that somehow, they will benefit.    

 

Socialism and Democracy have supplanted individual freedom because of government-

controlled compulsory schooling.  The more education an American has, the greater the 

likelihood that this indoctrinated ignorance becomes part of their paradigm.  The socialists have 

taken control of American education.  They dominate Professorships at our Universities and 

Law Schools;  and, they have saturated the news media.  Young people today have been 

properly indoctrinated and this indoctrination, and inability to think critically, is reinforced daily 

by the socialists in academia, politics, government, and the mainstream media.               

 

Democracy came from the ancient Greeks… if it worked, Greek would probably be the 

dominant language spoken throughout the world today.  Aristotle described democracy as a 

perversion of constitutional government and tyranny by the many, ultimately leading to 

revolution. 

Inspired by Ben Franklin and Thomas Jefferson, an example of democracy may be represented 

by two wolves and one sheep deciding what to have for dinner; freedom, on the other hand, is 

a well-armed sheep contesting the vote. 
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The American founding fathers feared and even loathed democracy, described by James 

Madison in Federalist # 10, as “the violence of faction.”  A faction represented an organized 

group of individuals interested in forcing their views on all other people.  And, just to be clear, 

the word democracy is NOT even written in our Constitution! 

The Founders provided Americans with a “Republican Form of Government,” a limited 

government whose primary purpose was to protect the natural rights of individuals against the 

whims and aspirations of the majority; and, against enthusiastic “factions” or minorities with an 

agenda.  Yet today, Americans are no longer living in a free country; they are subject to the 

changing rules of the power-elites that control government, with the promise of democracy 

substituted for natural rights.   

Some Americans with the right schooling and talent can become professional politicians or 

career government employees or consultants, legitimized by the new religion, democracy; and, 

with the promise that they have an equal opportunity to participate in the plunder of their 

fellow citizens.  As the late Dr. Will Durant concluded, democracy is now taking “its turn in the 

misgovernment of mankind.” 

The experiment in individual freedom started by the Founders has been reversed.  “Ignorance 

of . . . history, coupled with an inability to think critically,” according to Professor Walter E. 

Williams, has allowed the power-elites that control government “to undermine the legitimacy 

of [the] Constitution to gain greater control over [the] lives [of all Americans].”  “The teaching 

establishment at . . .  public schools and colleges, is being used to undermine American values.” 

To stop this reversal, we must separate Education from State and get rid of government-

controlled compulsory schooling.   In addition, we must remove centralized power from 

Washington by repealing the 16th Amendment, the ability of Congress to tax all incomes from 

whatever source derived.  Otherwise, the experiment in individual freedom will be “defeated 

by the high birth rate of unwilling or indoctrinated ignorance.”  Dr. Will Durant 

 

The Crypto Corner 

 
I would strongly encourage everyone to take advantage of the greatest opportunity that has 

come around in our lifetimes.  Please read, Unlock the 4-Doors to Financial Independence, 

Chapter IV., available from Amazon.com for $4.99.  Also, go to our website, 

www.JeffersonianGroup.com, and read the last several blogs and previous newsletter for 

complete details. 

http://www.jeffersoniangroup.com/
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Here is what we have bought and are buying: 

1. Stellar Lumens (XLM) - $0.258770: Bought this coin/token three different times paying 

$0.25, then $0.19 and the last purchase was $0.37.  Many articles have suggested that 

XLM will replace Bitcoin.  Also, with IBM and Deloitte backing it, we are all in! 

2. NEM-New Economy Movement (XEM) - $0.095055: Big in Japan and second largest 

increase in value during 2017; also, 17th highest market cap. 

3. Cardano (ADA) - $0.078742: Backed by the Zug, Switzerland-based Cardano Foundation; 

referred to as the Japanese Ethereum and is working to make this currency accessible 

through debit cards and ATM’s for the Japanese market and later, beyond its borders; 

and, has the 8th largest market cap. 

4.  Ripple (XRP) - $0.514963: One report stated that Ripple was one of the five coins that 

will overtake Bitcoin and is the only one of the five that is trading for less than $100 and 

more; Ripple is being used by UBS, UniCredit and Santander; its market cap is over 

$327.57-billion and stands at number 3. 

5. OmiseGo (OMG) - $3.44: In late 2017 Ethereum’s founder announced that this was his 

favorite token and is now an Advisor for this token; it rates number 22 for market cap 

with over $1.4-billion. 

6. Waltonchain (WTC) - $3.10: This Group is working with the government of Taiwan and 

members of Taiwan Cloud, which include Nvidia, Microsoft, IBM, Fujitsu, KPMG, HP 

Enterprise, and PwC. 

7.  Enigma (ENG) - $0.642494: The developers are a highly respected team from MIT, 

including Guy Zyskind, who has over 10-years of experience in software development; it 

ranks 95 with a market cap of over 178-million. 

8. Time New Bank (TNB) - $0.009815: Cheap, see our Blog; $196 = 20,000 coins! 

9. IOTA (MIOTA) - $0.499722: Recommended by Subscriber; heard good things; rates 13 in 

market capitalization.  

10. OX (ZRX) - $0.763519: Market capitalization is number 24; soon to be listed on 

Coinbase. 

Will any of these crypto-currencies make us a million dollars?  We sure hope so!  Remember, 

you should only use money for these, or other crypto-currencies of your choice, that you feel 

comfortable losing.  If you keep your commitment low, your upside may be substantial, while 

your downside is minimal. 

If you can only afford to buy one coin, XLM is our favorite; ADA and XEM are next.  And, if you 

sacrifice a nice dinner out with family, you can acquire 20,000 coins of TNB for under $200. 
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Financial Independence in 10-to-15 Years 

It doesn’t matter whether you make $25,000 or $1,000,000 per year, you can become 

financially independent in 10-to-15 years if you do three things. 

Number one, you must Pay Yourself First.  Second, you must always Live below Your Means.   

Third, you must invest regularly using Einstein’s Theory of Compound Interest.  Even if you are 

already financially independent, in order to maintain your financial freedom, you must continue 

to do these three things your entire life. 

The first two—Pay Yourself First and Live Below Your Means—requires discipline and some 

short-term sacrifice, as explained in detail in Unlock the 4-Doors to Financial Independence and 

The Best Kept Secret to Financial Freedom. 

Many individuals are able to unlock the first 2-doors to financial independence but, have 

extreme difficulty finding investments that can fully utilize Einstein’s Theory of Compound 

Interest. This is because Wall Street and a segment of the Insurance Industry have co-opted the 

financial planning community, training those involved to sell their investment products, which 

are speculative in nature and/or laden with high fees.  For every 1% you pay in fees over a 30-

year period, you will lose 10 years’ worth of retirement income. 

You have an alternative and you do not need a financial planner or money manager.  Just setup 

an online brokerage account with E*TRADE, Schwab, or TD Ameritrade; and, start buying great 

businesses that have paid and raised dividends for 25 years or more through recessions, 

depressions and wars. The Coca-Cola Company (KO) is one of those great businesses.  When we 

bought KO back in 1994, the dividend yield was 1.53%.  In eight years, after reinvesting the 

dividends, the yield was 11.69%; by year 10, the yield reached 15.17%; and by the 14th year, our 

dividend yield hit 25.58%.  The dividend yield at the end of 2017 was 63.07%; and, this annual 

yield will eventually exceed our original cost.  Long-term, no annuity or investment can beat 

these annual yields, which continue to grow each and every year, regardless of whether the 

stock market rises or falls.      

We overpaid for KO back in 1994 because, today, we are looking for a dividend yield of 3% or 

more when we acquire a stock, plus, we want a history of paying and raising dividends by 8%-

to-10% or more per year.  However, even after overpaying for a great business, like KO, the 

miracle of compound interest went to work for us; it just took a little longer to begin receiving 

double-digit yields. 
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To steer clear of the sharks on Wall Street, and, to obtain financial freedom within 10-to-15 

years, go to Amazon.com and invest $4.99 for the kindle version of Unlock the 4-Doors to 

Financial Independence.  You will not need another book or newsletter or money manager! 

Also, if you buy our book, please give us a review… thank you in advance. 

 

Great Businesses to Buy Now 

To become and STAY financially independent, you only need to do three things: (1) Pay yourself 

first; (2) live below your means; and (3) invest in DRIP’s using Einstein ‘s Theory of Compound 

Interest.   Even if you became a multi-millionaire speculating in crypto-currencies, statistically, 

you would be bankrupt within 5-years, if you did not follow the three principles outlined above.  

For further details, please read The Best Kept Secret To Financial Freedom, available on our 

website at www.jeffersoniangroup.com, or through Amazon.com.  For all of you who purchased 

our book, we thank you; and, would appreciate it if you gave us a review!   

Of the 12 Great Businesses that we believe should be in everyone’s portfolio, the following U.S. 

Dividend Champions/Aristocrats (paid and raised dividends for at least 25-years) meet our 

parameters and are current buys: 

1. Exxon Mobil Corp (XOM) - $78.24, yield = 4.26%, Paid & Raised Dividends for 35-years 

2. Coca-Cola Company (KO) - $47.19, yield = 3.36%, Paid & Raised Dividends for 55-years 

3. Procter & Gamble (PG) - $88.78, yield = 3.25%, Paid & Raised Dividends for 61-years 

4. McDonald’s Corp (MCD) - $177.36, yield =2.68%, Paid & Raised Dividends for 41-years, 

on average by 20.1% per year! 

 The following additional U.S. Dividend Champions/Aristocrats are also good buys right now: 

1. Kimberly-Clark Corp (KMB) - $106.14, yield = 3.91%, Paid & Raised Dividends 45-years 

2. PepsiCo Inc. (PEP) - $113.33, yield = 3.29%, Paid & Raised Dividends 44-years 

3. Target Corp (TGT) - $85.56, yield = 3.04%, Paid & Raised Dividends 49-years 

Contenders are companies that have paid and raised their dividends for 10-to-24 years.  The 

following seven Contenders are priced right for acquisition: 

1. General Mills (GIS) - $45.46, yield = 4.44%, Paid & Raised Dividends for 14-years 

2. Int’l Business Machines (IBM) - $115.00, yield = 5.25%, Paid & Raised 21-years 

3. Omega Healthcare Investors (OHI) - $33.33, yield = 8.08%, Paid & Raised 15-years 

4. Qualcomm Inc. (QCOM) - $62.94, yield = 3.99%, Paid & Raised Dividends 14-years 

http://www.jeffersoniangroup.com/
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5. Enterprise Products Partners (EPD) - $26.36, yield = 6.64%, Paid & Raised 20-years 

6. Cardinal Health Inc (CAH) - $51.18, yield = 3.79%, Paid and Raised 10-years 

7. Lockheed Martin (LMT) - $290.33, yield = 3.07%, Paid & Raised 14-years 

The next category of dividend payers are Challengers, which have paid and raised their 

dividends for 5-to-9 years.   In today’s market, we like the following one company: 

• AbbVie Inc (ABBV) - $81.30, yield = 4.72%, Paid & Raised 6-years 

Another important criteria we use to select our stocks is the average annual increase in the 

dividends paid each year, i.e., it is not enough that a Dividend Aristocrat—an S&P 500 Company 

that has paid and raised its dividend for at least 25-years—has consistently paid and raised its 

annual dividend, it must also have raised it by 8%-to-10% or more per year.  For example, 

many advisors, who favor dividend-paying stocks, recommend AT&T because it is a U.S. 

Dividend Champion/Aristocrat paying a current dividend of over 5%.  However, its average 

annual increase has only been about 4%.  In 25-years, a stock that yields 3% and increases its 

dividend by 10% per year, will have an annual dividend greater than the original investment of 

approximately 350%.  Whereas, AT&T acquired with a yield of 5.42%, which increases by 4% per 

year, would only have a dividend payable of much less than the original investment equal to 

about 21%. 

To take full advantage of Einstein’s Theory of Compound Interest and become financially 

independent in 10-to-15 years, you must acquire DRIP’s that raise their annual dividends by 8%-

to-10% or more per year.  Our portfolio of 35 DRIP’s, on average, increase their annual 

dividends by more than 10% each year.                 

How to Invest 

Our recommended portfolio now includes 35 DRIP stocks; if 100 shares of each were purchased 

today, it would cost approximately $325,000.  If you have investment capital of $500,000 or 

more, it would be appropriate to purchase 100 shares of each of these stocks… if interested, 

send us an email and request our complete listing.  

If you have at least 100 shares of all of our 35 DRIP stocks, you should add the ones listed above 

with annual dividend yields of 3% or greater at the time of purchase.   

By the time you get this newsletter, the prices will have changed but, you should buy the 

companies you desire, assuming the dividend yield at the time of your purchase is above or 

near 3.00%.  
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Some of you may already own many of these stocks; feel free to add to them.  First purchase 

the stocks you own less of.  Some of you may not own any of these great businesses.  Some of 

you may have $100,000 to invest while others may only have $1,000.  Using a discount broker 

(e.g., E*TRADE, Schwab, TD Ameritrade, Fidelity, etc.), whether you buy 10 shares or 1,000 

shares, the brokerage fees will be less than ten dollars!  In addition, once you acquire any of 

these DRIP’s, you should instruct your discount broker to automatically reinvest the 

dividends.  The reinvested dividends should be done with no additional cost. 

If you are just starting this investment program, first acquire the four U.S. Dividend 

Champions/Aristocrats that we have recommended for everyone’s portfolio, i.e., XOM, KO, 

MCD, and PG.  The order of our listing has nothing to do with one company being better than 

the others; they are all great businesses!  If you have enough investment capital to invest in all 

four, 20-to-100 shares of each, then you should consider doing so.  Your goal would be to 

acquire 100 shares of each of these four U.S. Dividend Champions/Aristocrats before moving on 

to any of the other recommendations.  

If you only have $1,000 to invest, buy 20 shares of Coca-Cola (KO); then buy more shares the 

next month; or, pick any other great business listed as U.S. Dividend Champions that you 

personally like; they are all great companies that have paid and raised their dividends for more 

than 25-years.  As an alternative, you might select one-to-three stocks to acquire each month.   

Start investing in these great businesses… NOW! 

Remember, the only way to become financially independent, assuming you do not win the 

lottery or strike it rich speculating in crypto-currencies, is to acquire assets (e.g., DRIP’s) that 

pay you enough passive income to cover and exceed your lifestyle expenses.  Even if you are 

lucky and become a multi-millionaire overnight, you will need to invest in DRIP’s to maintain 

your financial independence. 

When you buy a DRIP, you are buying it for life.  At some point in the future, you will no longer 

reinvest ALL the dividends; you will live off the dividends. 

 

Freedom or Slavery – Americans Unwittingly Have Chosen Slavery 

There are two predominant belief systems regarding the conduct and organization of human 

society.  The first is derived from the “Old World” which stems from the conviction that 

government is the grantor and protector of human rights; and, is responsible for protecting and 

providing for the poor and down-trodden subjects.  Most of the “Old World” governments were 
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dictatorships.  The consequences of this philosophy resulted in compulsion, slavery and poverty 

throughout the “Old World.” 

The ancient Celts and Scots were the first to challenge this “Old World” belief system.  In 1320, 

Scotland’s major clergy and great barons sent a letter to the Pope, the Declaration of Arbroath.  

This Declaration was revolutionary in that it expressed the people of Scotland’s “desire for 

freedom and the right to choose their own government.” 

Inspired by the ancient Celts, Irish and Scots, and the teachings of the “Scottish Enlightenment,” 

this “Old World” belief system was successfully challenged by early American colonists and a 

new belief system emerged.  In 1776, the Founders, in particular, Thomas Jefferson, changed 

this “Old World” view with the conviction that individuals had certain pre-existing inalienable 

rights that were the basis of legitimate government; that any government, to be legitimate, 

cannot infringe on these pre-existing inalienable rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of 

happiness or property.  They enshrined this belief system, a belief in individual freedom, in the 

Declaration of Independence, the U.S. Constitution and The Bill of Rights, the first ten 

amendments. 

This new belief system—that human beings were free and not born into slavery—reached a 

fork in the road in 1913 with the passage of the Federal Reserve Act,  creating a central bank; 

the ratification of the 16th Amendment, granting Congress the power to tax incomes; and, the 

ratification of the 17th Amendment, taking power away from the State Legislatures by providing 

for the popular election of U.S. Senators.  The stage was set to replace the American 

Constitutional Republic, which guaranteed the protection of individual rights, with a Democratic 

Society, controlled and manipulated by the power-elites within government and academia.   By 

1917, all States required compulsory schooling.   Government-controlled compulsory schooling 

became the propaganda machine used to dumb-down the masses. 

According to Dr. Walter E. Williams: “During earlier periods, Congress and the Supreme Court 

had far greater respect for the Constitution.  They understood that if the federal government 

was to have a power not delegated, or expressly forbidden, by the Constitution, they had to use 

the provisions of Article V to gain power by amendment. . .  Today, it’s an entirely different 

story.  Congress, the White House and the Supreme Court have abiding contempt for the 

Constitution and . . . Americans are left with a constitutional carcass.” 

For the past 80-to-100 years, the U.S. Constitution has been reinterpreted and/or ignored when 

convenient, granting greater power to Government and trampling on individual freedom.   As a 

result, the Constitution is no longer a Doctrine for Freedom.  The Constitution has been 

converted to a Doctrine supporting Slavery.  
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As stated by Dr. Robert Higgs, “One need only open one’s eyes to the clear historical trend.  The 

United States verges ever closer to totalitarianism, yet at every moment the bulk of America’s 

people and most of its intellectuals insist we live in a free country. . . For a very long time, 

[Americans] have rested content with the Myth of the Land of the Free; they have accepted 

creature comforts, lavish entertainments, and the illusion of security as good substitutes for 

living in a free country.  Such disregard of reality allows them to drift steadily toward a 

whirlpool of tyranny from which they will be unable to escape.” 

Right now, the masses have been convinced that the Constitution is a document that allows for 

the majority to decide the fate of all Americans.  What they do not realize is this interpretation 

allows the power-elites in control of government to enslave their fellow Americans; and 

ultimately, themselves. 

There is no middle-ground, you either believe in freedom or you believe in slavery.  Today, 

Americans by-and-large have unwittingly chosen slavery.  Our only hope is to remove power 

from Washington DC by repealing the 16th Amendment; and, separating Education from the 

State or getting rid of government-controlled compulsory schooling. 

Dum Spiro, spero—While I breathe, I hope. 

Slainte mhath, 

Robert G. Beard Jr., C.P.A., C.G.M.A., J.D., LL.M. 

 
 
 

SIGN UP FOR OUR ELECTRONIC VERSION OF THIS NEWSLETTER 
 

Please go to our website, www.jeffersoniangroup.com, and sign up for our electronic version of 
this newsletter. 
 
The benefits of doing so are: (1) You will receive the newsletter sooner; and (2) you will be able 
to click-on the various links within the electronic version so that you may access related 
information directly.  
 
In the near future, we plan to stop printing and mailing hard copies of this newsletter, unless 
you specifically request a hard-copy from us. 
 
Thank you for your cooperation! 

http://www.jeffersoniangroup.com/

